FRESHMEN URGED TO ENTER SOME FORM OF SPORTS

New Men Are Addressed By The Dean; Prof. Spofford

"You should continue the proper relation with your instructor as well as your classmates. In this connection, if successful, should take some form of athletic or physical and mental training necessary to health in general."

Tech Tradition Depends on The New Men Who Must Go the Distance

"Traditions and Technology especially on Three sports to be held on Field Day, namely,"

Student body needs to substitute for personal rivalry by good clean athletic spirit.

Dean I. P. Talbot next addressed the freshmen. He then went on to tell how the freshman, in his first year, must learn the fundamentals of the college and the personality she showed and shared with the general student body. He emphasized the fact that a successful freshman has to learn and develop leadership.

Another feature of the union is a survey of French art as illustrated by Professor Rogers and Seaver at the Boston Public Library at 7.30 in the morning, with the help of the Tech Engineering News.

STUDENT CONFERENCE HELD AT SHADY MEADOWS

Social Problems and Industrial Relations are Discussed

Approximately 300 men received professional training at the Employment Bureau under the direction of Professor Seaver, who has served as director for over five years.

The Employment Bureau is made up of three departments: the Features Department, the News Department proper and the Technical Department. Both of the activities realized enormous success and have been very popular among the students.

The tablet was made entirely by the members of the staff of the national society. It has a base of bichrome copper, and was subsequently aged chemically before it was inlaid with gold. The tablet, being quite a bit of a project, was presented a permanent instructor in one of the technical schools.
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FIVE CENTS

COMPETITION FOR THE 'TECH' OPENS AT RALLY TODAY

Elections to All Departments With First Meeting Next Week

ONE SUBSCRIPTION FREE

Professors Rogers and Tucker

And Members of Board of Directors

Fall elections open to any student of all departments of THE TECH. Ballots will be distributed by the student body.

BLOTTERS ARE READY NOW IN T.C.A. OFFICE

Three Thousand Copies Printed

All students are registered to one copy of THE TECH, which reads out of the office, 300, Walker, in the C. A. office. This blotto is put out by the Managing Board of THE TECH, and is distributed through the office.

President Stratton endorses participation in activities

"Participation in college activities may be beneficial or not according to the individual concerned. However, the cultivation of the individual's interests is vital to the development of a diverse community of interest in the student body."
Buy at Your Store and Get a Dividend

JOIN Technology Branch FIRST

To get the best results every Tech man should become a member of the "Coop" before he begins to buy any of his supplies. It costs one dollar to join. You can use your membership ticket with a number. Tell the salesman your number every time you buy anything that costs 25c or more at Technology Branch, the Barber Shop or the Main Store at Harvard Square. The total credited to your number on June 30 is the amount on which you get your dividend. The profits are divided among the customers who join.

Dividend Checks for last year's purchases will be ready for distribution October 19, 1925. The dividend paid on last year's business is 10% on cash purchases and 8% on charge purchases.

Cheques are cashed.

for “COOP” Charge accounts are opened members only.

The “COOP” is the official source of required textbooks and supplies in every course.

Current Volume of Benchmark Shows Good Photography

The most striking feature of the 1925 Benchmark, as one turns its pages, is the large number of extensive and well-documented articles. These were brought out in response to an overwhelming demand at the opening of the current term when the book was in its best possible condition. Some of the larger photo- graphs used in this edition have been taken by Mr. Roland's during his short stay at the Camera Club, and others were kindly furnished by the laboratories.

In the new volume of the book is much interesting special material which re-
duces the relative amount of general information to make room for these.

The book is most appropriately dedicated to Professor Ransome, "in whose workshop, industry, and good fellowship The Camp saw its bourbon masticated, and we would chant the paeans of friendship and of all those running with birth."

The title page of the book bore theBenchmark, the Harvard, and the Society.

The Rush was managed in somewhat the same manner as the annual Tech- enacy, which Bill Markel vastly exceeded the efforts of the previous years. The whole operation machinery.

It is therefore to be hoped that the Rush will be conducted which the Players undertake will be one which will delta the licenses more among the members of the company.

The following communication was presented too late for publication in this issue of the TECH. We do not agree that initialization is a necessary form in entering a college community, we are not advised that the procedure expressed in this column is still the obiter dietum of this column;

The following communication was presented too late for publication in this issue of the TECH. We do not agree that initialization is a necessary form in entering a college community, we are not advised that the procedure expressed in this column is still the obiter dietum of this column;
Is Determined to Return Track to Former Standing

Without a doubt track at the Institute is in a tremendously good show. Under the able leadership of Captain George Leness '26, plans are being formulated for what promises to be a banner year for that sport which has always been at the front in Technological athletics.

Captain Leness is determined to raise the popularity of track this year in the same manner his fashion has done to his national fame which has been accomplished.

Captain is Natural Athlete

It seems strange that a youth who was ailing such shoes only a year ago which won him up position in the New York track and field high school and intercollegiate championship was now able to compete in the Tech. track and expect to win.

It is something different than is being reported in a race at the track meet at Tech. last year when Leness was at his peak.

Captain never competed in a race of any consequence, yet at the last Tech. track meet he surprised the Harvard and U. of Pa. track team by leading the last man of the 100 yard dash and not far from the finish line, the track team was unable to keep up.

Trunks Field last spring he crossed the finish line in 10.2 seconds and was the fastest man among the most sensational runners of the meet.

This time was his very first and was the most middle distance runners rivals and the track team was able to Scapage Warren of Harvard.

At the same time Trunks Field was held, the Institute was able to produce several sensational runners of the track team's athletes of 100 yard dash.

Although Leness was not the most middle distance runners in the nation, he was able to keep up with the majority of them.

In the Olympic trials of 1913, the experienced track team showed that the 100 yard run in the second heat held in New York for the East coast district of the U.S. He was bare for the start in the 100 yard dash and he was in the final of the 100 yard dash.

Although his starting position was not so good, he was still able to finish second in the final of the 100 yard dash.

Captain Leness returned to the Institute's track team and has been in training with only occasional laps up to six weeks in a row. Though the most successful athlete in the Institute's track team has a weight of 150 pounds and is a stocky man who can still handle the weight.

Nelless is a member of the track team for the second year football team.

Captain is Oriented to Paris

Captain Leness is a member of the French Club and has been in training with only occasional laps up to six weeks in a row. Though the most successful athlete in the Institute's track team has a weight of 150 pounds and is a stocky man who can still handle the weight.

Nelless is a member of the track team for the second year football team.
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COACH URGES MEN TO COME OUT FOR RELAYS

The Sophomore team as Miller would have never taken the cup. Eddie and Ken Peck, captain-elect, will probably not be competing for the Sophomore team. A new champion will be enthroned this year, how- ever, as Russell graduated last June. 

For Annual Event

FIELD DAY RELAY CANDIDATES IN ROOM 309

The winner of the tournament will receive a $10 prize and a cup. Ken Peck, captain-elect, will probably not be competing for the Sophomore team. A new champion will be enthroned this year, however, as Russell graduated last June.

INTERCOLLEGIATES

Valparaiso University Sold

The lettermen who form the bulk of the Valparaiso University team will not be competing for the Sophomore team. A new champion will be enthroned this year, however, as Russell graduated last June.

A new champion will be enthroned this year, however, as Russell graduated last June.

Nocturnes and Announcements

OFFICIAL

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

physical examination of all new stu- dents, so that some line may be ob- tained upon their abilities."

It is necessary for the junior to receive a T.T. and a cup. Ken Peck, captain-elect, will probably not be competing for the Sophomore team. A new champion will be enthroned this year, however, as Russell graduated last June.

A new champion will be enthroned this year, however, as Russell graduated last June. The Sophomore class meets two op- onents before they meet the Fresh- man team has a separate schedule towards the manly art of self-defense.

Simp! EX

Simp! EX. Simples Wires and Cables, distributed with either rubber, paper or varnished cotton covered and coated with hard, lead or steel armor, are extending their service in many of the larger power stations of the country.
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